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H O M E R O W A S A S U R V I V O R . One morning

in February 1997, he rose after ten hours 

of sleep and saw that all the cots were

already empty in the cambuche, a theater-

like platform raised above the jungle’s

mushy ground to avoid floods and slithering

animals. There were about eighteen cots,
eight lined up on each side in dormitory style. Each had
a wool blanket. Some were folded neatly, others had
been quickly thrown on the ground. The rusty holes on
the roof filtered mist and sun rays that dared peek
through the trees.

The night Homero was abducted, he’d been
exhausted from the jeep drive, then from all the walk-
ing, and from the grief of being removed from his
mother. At the cambuche he fell asleep right away. On
his second away from home, Homero woke every few
hours, chilled by his perspiration. 

Now, at ground level, the camp was full of the day’s
activities. Homero saw smoke from a cooking fire. He
noticed about twenty people, all in camouflage. Alfredo,
his abductor, was saying: “The chulos are near the side
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road. The one that leads here.” He rubbed his hands together as if he were cold.
“Did they see you?” another man asked.
Chulos are huge carnivorous eagles, like vultures. Why were the men talking

about them? “No,” a woman said. “Los hijuemadres are scared to wear their green
uniforms around here, but I know who they are outside San Vicente. And they’re on
motorcycles.” Gradually Homero pieced it together—they were talking about police-
men. The woman’s sun-scorched face was flustered. She bit down hard on a piece of
wood, her molars gnawing. She wore a ponytail, and the wind blew around several
rebellious wisps of her black hair. Her sleeves were rolled up, exposing well-defined
biceps. Her boots were covered in fresh mud.

“Shall we send seven kids to deal with them?” Alfredo asked her. “¿Qué piensas,
Marta?”

“That’s fine, Alfredo. But take the experienced ones. Those damn chulos can’t be
buzzing around.” She spat yellow phlegm onto the ground. “How dare they think
they can fly free here?”

Up in the cambuche, a girl approached Homero. “You’re the new kid?”
“Yes. I guess.” Homero blinked uncontrollably. He was still tucked under his

blanket. “I am,” Homero repeated more confidently. “I am.” 
“Elsa, tell the new people to come,” Commander Marta yelled, and the girl

waved back.
“We have to go to her,” she pointed, spitting from the cambuche onto the dirt

ground. “To Commander Marta. This is an escuela here.”
“A school?” Homero asked.
“Actually, more like a training camp. Here we learn lessons that will make the

revolution triumph. To kill the rich is to fulfill revolution’s destiny.” When Elsa said
the word revolution, her brown eyes lit up, and she stuck out her bosom. She was
short and had the air of a rooster. 

“My name is Homero,” he said shyly. He figured making allies would help keep
him alive.

“No, it’s not. Here it’s something else,” Elsa snapped. 
Homero’s voice was changing into a man’s, and he screeched, “It is?”
Elsa strolled at the foot of his bed. She nodded and spat some more, and Homero

realized she was imitating Commander Marta, who was standing in the background. 
“Then mine has to be Carlos,” Homero said, thinking of his father.
“No. There already is a Carlos. Besides, I get to choose the new kids’ names. And

I say yours is Nelson.” She placed her hands on her hips, as if to say, And what are
you going to do about it? 
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“Okay.”
“Nelson, then. ¿Te gusta? That will be your name now.” Elsa relaxed her pose

and smiled without showing her teeth.
He shrugged. Homero had a girlfriend, Gabriella, who was always gentle and

kind. But that was another life. He was Nelson now. 
“Go get some breakfast, Nelson. Comandante Marta will call us to class soon.”
Elsa jumped down, landing with a thump. As she walked away, she tripped on a

chicken that was pecking nearby. When she regained her balance, she turned
around, slightly embarrassed, and waved at Homero to follow her. 

When I first heard about it from Homero, I was skeptical of this training camp’s
existence. “Por supuesto. Of course. I wouldn’t lie to you,” Homero told me. “At least
five thousand people there.” But when I investigated, the government’s army con-
firmed it, and one my brother’s friend’s, an army reservist, reconfirmed it. This guy
has an MBA and makes an excellent salary by Colombian standards, by working for
a British multinational, and yet he feels patriotic enough to help out when the army
says he’s needed. He showed me a photo of himself under a white banner that read
“The Isaias Pardo National Course for Commanders for the New Colombia.” Isaias
Pardo was the brother-in-law of the FARC’s ideological head, Manuel Marulanda,
nicknamed Sureshot, for his deadly accuracy and reluctance to waste ammunition.
The bottom of the banner said: “FARC-EP.” FARC stands for Revolutionary Armed
Forces of Colombia, and EP for the People’s Army.

Elsa pushed forward through those gathered around the fire to keep warm. She
fished for a stale bun from a brown paper bag and handed it to Homero. 

“Gracias,” he said.
“¡Cállate! No one says thank you here. Who taught you to say thanks?” she

laughed. “Nobody, nobody, says gracias here!” She was skinnier than Homero, and
he thought, If she can endure life here, so can I.

I  W A S T O U C H E D one day when Jaime, the social worker in charge of the child 
soldier division for the Ministry of Family Welfare, told me he “thought it was great”
that I was able to toss Colombia aside, forget about what happens there, and start a
new life in New York but still “come back and call me every August.” I do call him,
almost every time I return to Colombia. What I didn’t tell him then, because we
were speaking on cell phones and the static was terrible, is that I cannot toss
Colombia aside. I had trouble admitting this as a child, because my experiences
there had not been happy. When people asked me where I was from, I responded,
“Canada.”
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I have not lived in Colombia since I was nine years old and my father decided we
had to leave. My family is in the construction business, and the day we packed our
bags for Toronto, the daughter of one of our competitors was kidnapped. 

But I love Colombia. I love it despite what living there implies for me. Compared
to Homero’s, my reality has a Madison-Avenue-they-have-run-out of-Jimmy-
Choos-in-my-size shallowness, yet my life in Colombia is this: my brother was once
kidnapped for six months. Armed bodyguards follow me in a bulletproof car when I
run errands. 

Colombians are passionate. Papayas, mangoes, lemons, and guavas are grown in
Colombia. The people are as vibrant and wholesome as the fruits they eat. The aver-
age Colombian overflows with laughter and a need to live to the fullest. Living with
a history of violence, Colombians attend funerals and bury their loved ones. They
are resilient. A Colombian’s motto could be A funeral by day, salsa dancing by night. 

H O M E R O H A D S T A R T E D shaving three months earlier. He looked at himself in a
mirror, saw a few stubs there—but was this image even him anymore? There were
several wash basins, and in the back were shower stalls with white-tiled walls.
Puddles of water spluttered on the concrete floor, and it was hot in there, the sun
broiling the tin roof. Homero rinsed his eyes to wake up. 

“If I were you,” Elsa said, “I’d wait to bathe until this afternoon. Comandante
Marta will hate all of us all if you’re late. Plus, you’ll get muddy anyway.”

Homero followed Elsa. He couldn’t believe there were cement paths that led from
building to building in the midst of a jungle. Elsa was scrawny and walked like a cowboy,
and Homero watched her and adjusted his stride to match hers. Already he wanted 
people to think, cuidado con este, careful with that one, he’s a courageous warrior!

Homero and Elsa joined a group of about eighty other people sitting in another
shelter. Unlike the dormitory, the classroom was at ground level. It was hard for
Homero to tell what age anyone was, fifteen, seventeen, eighteen. They all looked
the same, with hostile eyes, clenched jaws. 

“Today we’re learning how to make homemade gas cylinder bombs,”
Comandante Marta said.

Homero yawned, then licked his lips, like a panther cub. 
“It’s a simple procedure,” she said. “We use a gas tank normally used in a house-

hold stove. First, empty the gas out of the tank. Next, fill it with metal. All types of
metals—nails, wrenches, pieces of iron.”

“I’ve heard we also fill the cylinder with shit,” a boy said. He made the others
laugh. “Con mierda.”
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“You can. We do use excrement. No joke in that,” Marta said. “Metal bits are key.
But shit infects the wounds. As I was saying, after the metal, add the explosives.”
The wind whistled, blowing the commander’s hair onto her face. She lifted her right
arm and brushed it away with her bicep. 

“Everyone understand?” The humidity made her face shine. “The gas cylinders
can be deadly bombs. Mortales. Sometimes, we add ammonium nitrate to them. 
The same procedure—nails, explosives, and yes, mierda—can be used to make bombs
from aluminum soda cans or glass bottles,” she continued.

Boy soldiers making gas-cylinder bombs. (Photo courtesy of Elsa Victoria Ossa.)
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According to Human Rights Watch, under International Law, Protocol I, article
51(4), random attacks on civilians, using artisan bombs, are prohibited. This law is
binding to both internal and international conflicts. Human Rights Watch reported
that gas cylinders from the FARC often strike civilian homes and shops, as well as
shelters, churches, health centers, and municipal offices, causing avoidable civilian
casualties. 

During President Alvaro Uribe’s first inauguration ceremony on August 7, 2002,
the FARC detonated gas cylinder bombs that killed thirteen people in a neighbor-
hood that is Bogotá’s worst slum.

Homero yawned again. Elsa’s eyes were thunderbolts that warned him to wake
up. Crickets blew their whistles. Sweat dribbled into Homero’s mouth, and he could
taste salt. The group had been sitting on the floor for almost two hours, and Homero
wondered when they would take a break. His bum hurt. He was hungry, thirsty. 

Commander Marta used a chalkboard to illustrate the proper way to set up a
camp. “In the bush, you’ll have to keep moving about. We walk all day. A fast walker is
a steady warrior. When night comes, be assured a proper rest. We need it,” she said.

Homero stared at Elsa. Her nose sported a few black freckles as big as pepper-
corns. She was biting the inside of her cheeks as she took mental notes. “And for a
proper rest, you’ll need a proper camp. For that, take appropriate measures. The
paracos like to surprise us in the evening,” Commander Marta continued. The men-
tion of the paramilitary jolted Homero awake. He had not yet buried the memory of
Carlos, his father, bleeding to death, of his sister Magdalena wiping Carlos’s blood
off the floor. If the FARC confronted the paramilitaries, he reasoned, then ¡Viva la
FARC! He was starting to grasp why the paramilitaries had murdered his father:
Carlos had once been viewed by his farming community as siding with the FARC
because once or twice, he agreed—at gunpoint—to shelter a group for the night, and
the paramilitaries vowed to exterminate all who’d had any dealings with the FARC. 

“If the paracos manage a surprise, it’s because the guards were not in their
proper place. It’s our fault if we’re surprised,” Marta lectured. On the chalkboard,
she drew a quadrangle and four crucifixes on each corner. “At each cross is where
the guards go,” she continued, tapping the chalk on the crosses. She next drew a 
circle in the middle of the quadrangle and highlighted it several times, pushing down
so hard the chalk broke. “And protected in the circle the rest of the group sleeps.” She
shaded in the circle. “The guard shifts must be no longer than four hours and strictly
enforced by the commander. We severely punish a guard who slumbers.”
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Child soldiers make up at least three-quarters of the FARC’s estimated 17,000
to 25,000 fighters. (Photo courtesy of Semana Newsmagazine Archives.)

A lonely guard watches over his camp. (Photo courtesy of Semana
Newsmagazine Archives.)
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W H E N H O M E R O W A S T E L L I N G me about Commander Marta, he emphasized that
she was from the southwestern city of Pasto and spoke like a Pastusa. Throughout
Colombia, when we say someone is Pastusa, we mean she is slow. Homero’s com-
ment summoned popular Pastusa jokes.

Homero asked: “You know the one about Colgate?” Col-gá-té translates as “dan-
gle yourself.” “There was this woman,” Homero said, “and she saw a billboard on the
side of the highway, it was for Dangle Yourself toothpaste.”

“Sí, sí, I know it,” I played on. “So, your Commander Marta, she jumped up,
grabbed the billboard, and dangled herself from it.” 

“Yep, and then, she saw another billboard for Nivea cream.” Ní-vea, or “don’t
dare see it.” 

“I’ve heard that one, too,” I said. “She covered her eyes because of the billboard
for Don’t Dare See It Cream, and she fell off the one that said Dangle Yourself. Dude,
I’ve heard those before, and they are bad!”

We were in the park close to the first home where Homero lived under govern-
ment care, under the wings of the social workers, Don Enrique and Doña Susana,
the husband-wife team who consolidated an NGO so that the government would
entrust them with helping to resettle teens after life in the bush.

Homero giggled a lot that morning, but I sensed it was not because of the imma-
ture jokes. Rather, we were content under the sun; it was around eleven o’clock
Sunday morning, and we sat under graceful bougainvillea flowers, which drew bees
that chased us off our bench. We erupted from our seats, and my bodyguard’s eyes
fell on me, and because I didn’t want Homero to know I was connected to German, 
I yelled “¡Hijuelas! These bees!” and laughed to show I was OK. German was two
houses down, the palm of his right hand cradling la metra, a machine gun that rested
under his jean jacket.

“You’re such a girl,” Homero said.
“You think? Bring it on,” and I flexed my three-times-a-week Pilates biceps.
Then a drunk homeless man walked by, and Homero imitated him exactly. “You

have good spirit, Homero,” I said. I always thought that, even after he told me he had
lost count of how many people he killed when he was in the FARC.

Another morning when we were together after several days during which I had not
seen him, he seemed distant, and I asked him: “So, a camp is always like this?” 
I pointed at an arts-and-crafts project displayed on a table. In the room were grimy dis-
colored chairs, nailed to the floor. Until several weeks earlier, the place had been a doc-
tor’s waiting room. “Do the guards always sleep on the outside? On the four corners like
these plastic figure men?” He nodded, his eyes bulging, and I thought, Bingo, war talk
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always excites Homero. He kept nodding, as if to say, Of course. Where else would they
be? Playing naive, I had learned, was a good way to make Homero feel important. 

These paramilitaries, known as the United Self-Defence Forces of Colombia, only put

down their AK-47s to cook.

Another day, in Don Enrique and Doña Susana’s home, I was alone, balled up 
in a chair in the hallway between the kitchen and TV room. I was distracted: What
did Homero mean when he said Elsa looked out for him? Did she look out for him
like a leader responsible for those under her? Like a team player who knew that her
success was based on how well her teammates played the game? Like a girl who has
a crush? Like an older sister? I was not sure which it was. Could she have felt all
those sentiments? Perhaps loneliness and the need to feel alive can make you have
all those feelings at once.

I was exhausted from coming here every day. I craved going home and getting 
in the bathtub to read—for pleasure—under the bubbles, my mind in a novel, my
attention swept away by a beautiful story that ends with the sun setting over a
mountain. A couple holding hands, the breeze blowing . . .

Along came a boy I had noticed before. His body was slim. Skimpy. He had fluff
on his upper lip, not the sturdy hairs of a grown man. He walked turtle-slow, on
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crutches, and he had a huge scab on his left leg, from the bottom of his knee to his
ankle. I smiled at him, then looked down to check something in my notes. My con-
tact lenses were drying up, and I squinted. Why had I not brought eyedrops? I was
scanning my notepad but noticed the boy’s long fingernails. How strange, I thought,
that his nails are long and still clean. 

My mind wandered again. Where could I get sushi take-out in Bogotá?
Homero yelled, “Don’t.” His voice was rigid. “Stop.” It was an order. 
I looked up. The boy with the long fingernails had his crutch raised in midair

and was about to hit me over the head with it. Or so it seemed. 
“Stop. Okay?” Homero was stern. 
The boy looked at Homero, put his crutch down, and scampered away. Homero

and I cemented our bond then and there. He was willing to protect me. I smiled at
him yet tried not to make a big deal of what had just happened. I wasn’t ready to
digest that I could have been hurt. 

I felt secure because it had been confirmed that I was under his protection. Our
relationship transformed, then and there, from my thinking of him as a kid to his
assuming I was the one who needed to be sheltered.

Another dynamic was also at play: Homero was exercising his authority over his
peers, and I was simply an instrument. In fact, the more the other teens in the house
saw me spending time alone with him, listening attentively to him, questioning him,
the more they looked up to him. I sensed this when the woman who worked in the
home’s kitchen asked him to come into the dining room, so that he could lead the
rest of the group toward their meal.

There was not much I could do about my favoritism toward Homero because he
was a natural leader, and he was willing to talk. I liked him. He liked me too, but a
question nagged at me: By showering him with attention, had I made him like me? 
I had just wanted to be thorough in my note-taking. I was afraid of fact-checkers
telling me my notes were not reliable enough.

“L U N C H ,”  S O M E O N E Y E L L E D at Commander Marta’s group.
“This is a pot for your rations. Keep it. For now, share a spoon with someone,”

Alfredo told Homero. Homero tipped the metal pot into his mouth and slurped down
potato soup as thick as puree. What hunger! He did not care that the container had
not been washed since its last use and had a green crust. The meal was bland com-
pared to the food his mother or his older sister marinated and then cooked. 

Minutes later, a compañero announced that he had lost a fork. Homero pretended
not to have heard and slid the fork into his pants pocket. Now he would not have to
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share a spoon. He sat down, resting his back against a tree stump. Still famished, he
wished for a cold glass of fresh milk. The FARC law—“stealing supplies merits
death”—drowned out his stomach’s grumbles. His eyes zoomed in on the improvised
pantry amid the trees. On open-air shelves under a tin roof, there was powdered
milk and cans of tuna and garbanzo beans, and pasta and flour, neatly piled one on
top of another. 

L A T E R ,  A S T H E F I R S T A F T E R N O O N of Homero’s training at Isaias Pardo came to a
close, Commander Marta barked, “Run across, and jump here.” She beat the soil with
her stick. “Pretend there are land mines gushing out at you from below the ground.” 

T H E B O Y W H O A T T E M P T E D to hit me over the head had thin metal wires protrud-
ing from the toes of his left foot. A victim of land mines, Don Enrique told me. The
wires held his toes together, and he could walk with the help of crutches, but he
would never be able to play again. One Sunday, as we sat outside in the sun at the
bougainvillea park, the land mine boy sat in a wheelchair. He watched his friends
playing basketball. His eyes followed the moves on the court, and he screamed with
glee when his friends scored. He clapped and warned—“¡Cuidado! Behind you. Good
move.” The scab on his shin was shrinking. He is lucky: 85 percent of child victims of
land mines die from lack of immediate medical care.

According to the Colombian government’s Antipersonnel Landmines
Observatory, in 2004 Colombia was home to the third largest number of land mine
victims in the world, after Afghanistan and Cambodia. In 2006 there was a land
mine explosion every eight hours, giving Colombia the world’s highest number of
land mine victims. In that same year, 1,142 civilians and combatants were killed or
mutilated by land mines in Colombia, while there were fewer than nine hundred
land mine victims in Afghanistan and Cambodia. Until November 2007, there were
780 casualties in Colombia. Often victims are not reported, owing to lack of a state
office in the region or for fear of reprisal. 

In 2001 the Colombian government’s army stopped using land mines to protect
its bases and hydroelectric power stations. The state had ratified the Ottawa Treaty,
which aims to ban land mine use worldwide by 2009. Forty nations have yet to sign
this treaty, including the United States, Russia, and China. 

The FARC and other Colombian illegal armed groups, including the paramili-
taries, continue to use land mines because they are cheap, costing about one dollar
to buy and plant. The government estimates that there are one hundred thousand
undetected land mines in rural zones. The mines have a lifespan of fifty years.
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“ Y O U ’ L L L E A R N L A T E R how to detect the land mines and how to plant them,”
Commander Marta said. “That’s next week.” 

It was Homero’s turn to gallop through the hurdles, lifting his knees high in the
air. “I’m keeping time,” Marta said. A toucan, with cherubim-blue wings, watched
from above. 

“Yes! That’s it, Nelson,” the commander yelled. Her throat was dry, and her
voice was tired. Every few words, she let out a high pitch of excitement. “You’re a
natural, Nelson!” This new kid was a commander-in-the-making, perhaps even a
future Marulanda, the hunchbacked FARC head whose exhausted eyes are evidence
that he has run the FARC since its conception. Commonly photographed with a red
towel over his hump, Marulanda has been called “the oldest terrorist in the Western
hemisphere.”

Former Colombian President Andres Pastrana and Sureshot during peace talks that failed

and ended in February 2002. (Photo courtesy of Semana Newsmagazine Archives.)

My brother’s friend, the army reservist, has a wooden replica of an AK-47, and
one day as I held it, I thought of Homero proving himself in the training camp.
Before it was his turn, as he watched the others go through the course, he took it all
in. He was a natural athlete, and he pictured what he had to do. 
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“ N O W T H E S A M E E X E R C I S E , but carrying these wooden AK-47s across your
chest. I’ll still keep each person’s time,” Marta said. “Nelson, listo. Go!” 

Homero ran, the roasting wind brushing his cheeks and elbows.
“¡Si! ¡Si! Nelson, you have the best time so far!” he heard Commander Marta yell.
At the finish line, Homero panted. He slumped over and spat on the ground,

pressing both his hands against his ribs.
“For a new kid, that’s wonderful. You’ll do well here,” Marta told him.
Homero stood up and beamed. He watched Elsa out of the corner of his eye and

saw her biting her fingernails. He winked at her.

Maneuvers. (Photo courtesy of Semana Newsmagazine Archives.)

T H E A R M Y R E S E R V I S T was the kind to frequent Sotheby’s, and he treasured his
wooden rifle, a scorched artifact from FARC training camps. He had found the
rifle while volunteering in the Colombian army. Now that the young people like
Homero have been released from war, their lives, like the old training rifle, tell a
story. I had called my government friend Jaime and told him that I wanted to
start writing workshops for former child soldiers. He told me how “great” my idea
was and had encouraged me to send letters to President Uribe, to the Minister of
Family Welfare, and to anyone in the government whom I thought could grant me
access to the young former soldiers. But conducting the workshops would mean
hours in a room with former FARC, who could kidnap me. When I ran the idea by
my brother Helmut, the one who had been kidnapped, he told me, “We are so naive
sometimes, and we should not think everyone is as naive as we are. Maybe it’s a risk
for you to do this.” 
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President Uribe’s press person knew me well. During my freelancing gigs I’d
harass him for formal statements, and when I asked him for help with the work-
shop, he answered: “I told you, permission must come from the Minister of Family
Welfare. You look tired, have you been resting enough?”

“Yes, yes. So when do you think I can have an answer?”
For months, awaiting a response, I pondered how I would conduct the work-

shops. How many could read and write? Realistically, I wanted to take on only four
or five children and do my best to nurture their storytelling. American and
Canadian foundations would give me money for this cause, and in letters I wrote 
to government officials, I rehashed what gifted storytellers these teens were, and
how I could turn them into journalists, playwrights, novelists, perhaps even poets. 
I dared to think that with the right amount of support, one of these young people
could become the next Gabriel García Márquez. 

Friends had directed me to Jaime, the social worker. He had told me, “Peel and
peel Homero’s story, and then you’ll uncover the truth.” That was four years earlier,
and it took me all that time to see I had also to peel Jaime’s compliments to get to
his core. He had told the minister I should not have access because I was a journalist
looking for material. “The minister is stubborn,” Jaime told me. “She is the one who
won’t give you access.” 

Jaime was the son of a small factory owner, and throughout his childhood his
father made him work at the factory. The way Jaime dropped this fact about himself
into our conversation as an afterthought indicates how he thought of his situation:
you were born into your station. He had once belonged to the M-19 revolutionary
movement (Movement 19th of April), now defunct, and in the 1980s he was part of
Bogota’s militias. He viewed me as one of the country-club elite.

He often carried a sack made by Colombian natives, and in it he kept notebooks
in which he scribbled his thoughts. He wore wrinkled white button-down shirts, 
and the way his small oval eyeglasses slid down his nose, it was easy to picture him
as a boy who loved to read. I respected that though he could have secured a higher-
paying job, he chose to stay with the children’s ministry. And perhaps he blocked me
at the Ministry of Family Welfare because he feared that I would replace him. 
T H A T F I R S T D A Y of training, Homero returned to his bed around eight at night
and as soon as he closed his eyes, he dozed. 

“Oye, hijueputa. You’re snoring.” Elsa poked his ribs. She was getting ready to
sleep in the cot next to his. “Hey!” He could barely hear her. “Hey! Motherfucker!”
Homero’s first day as Nelson had sapped him. “¡Increíble! How come you get to sleep
early while I just had to go train how to treat wounds?” 
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“What?” Homero was embarrassed that he was drooling and wiped his wet chin
right away.

“We girls have it tougher than you. Wounds. STDs. Skin infections. And you,
snoozing. Would you know how to remove shrapnel?”

The next morning Homero was one of the first to claim his breakfast near the
fire. He finished his piece of bread in three bites. The dry bread made him thirsty. 

Commander Marta walked over to him: “You don’t join us for a specific time.
This is forever. Pa’ siempre. You’re with us now. You’re with our cause.” Her hair was
wet, and Homero could smell her shampoo. Her shirt was not completely buttoned
up, and his eyes wandered to her cleavage. The only woman’s breasts he had ever
seen were those of his first love, Gabriela. His eyes darted back up to his comman-
der’s eyes. “As long as we understand each other,” Marta said and walked away. Her
strut was like Elsa’s, assertive, masculine, exaggerated. She picked up a heavy pile of
wood and carried it closer to the fire.

H O M E R O W A S A L O N E , kneeling and scrubbing his socks, when he heard the 
first shots. At dusk, he washed parts of his clothes in the river, the pond, the lake—
whatever body of water they happened across—and he alternated; one day, his
pants, the next day his shirt. Pang! A few seconds passed between each gut-punch-
ing report coming from two hundred meters upstream. Homero scurried toward
camp. His AK-47 swung behind him. Then he remembered Commander Marta’s
instruction: “The AK-47 is a trustworthy friend. Weapons depend on the people
operating them.” Homero pulled his weapon up, his finger on the trigger. 

Pang-pan. Pan-pang! Silence. Then the brroooomm of machine guns. Homero
ducked behind a tree and watched tracers blaze bright yellow, then silver. Two
Blackhawk helicopters whirled overhead, and as they neared the ground, their wash
flattened the jungle. 

That’s when Homero made up his mind: Fuck this, I will live. He wanted to go home.
A rocket split the tree trunk, exposing Homero. He fired, aiming for the helicopter’s

gas tank, but he missed.
The night before, Homero had overheard the others talking—a FARC squadron

had dug a trench nearby. If only he had paid attention, but he had been preoccupied,
talking with some other boys.

“Sure,” Homero had been saying, “I’ve had sex before. So many times.” 
“That Elsa, she likes you,” someone said.
“Yeah, Elsa, she’s okay,” Homero said.
“I’ve had her before,” his friend confessed. “She’s not bad.”
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“What do you mean? Where?” Homero realized he sounded too eager. “Sure,
I’ve had her too,” he said.

From Commander Marta’s training, Homero knew that trenches were almost
always placed at three o’clock from the river. He bolted in that direction and took
cover under another tree, but fire from the helicopter split that one also and
reduced it to splinters.

Homero knifed his way through a cloud of smoke. The trench was ahead, and he
jumped into it. Elsa was there, flat on her stomach. Gunpowder particles dried his
throat and nostrils. Tears inflamed Elsa’s eyes, and her hands covered her ears.
Homero clamped her wrist to tell her he was there.

It was hard to breathe in the trench. “Lie on your stomach,” Elsa said. Homero
wasn’t sure of this logic, but he trusted Elsa.

“Where is your rifle?” she asked.
He didn’t know. He had abandoned his AK-47 somewhere. The army would find

it and take it, just as Homero was supposed to collect arms postbattle. Elsa wasn’t
asking where his weapon was but implying that he had to find one. He would be on
trial if he lost his rifle.

Forty-five minutes passed, and Elsa’s panting made Homero weep. With the sun
gone, each silver tracer revealed her. Perspiration glued pebbles and soil to her face.
A helicopter fired another rocket, and the earth vibrated. 

“Elsa,” Homero whispered. Her blood was pouring into the trench. Her gut had
split open, and her insides were pink. 

When Elsa died, anger built inside Homero. “Dios te salve, Virgen María,” he
muttered, a prayer he had learned from his mother. “Llena eres contigo . . .” 

Commander Marta had instructed, “Kill yourself rather than be captured.”
Running, Homero tripped on the path. He gathered himself, carrying Elsa’s 

AK-47. Shortly after training-camp graduation, he’d been assigned to a squadron
with twelve others, eight men and four women, half of whom were under eighteen.
Now he circled aimlessly in search of his group. Later that night, he spotted them at
a temporary camp, and his first homage to life was to light up a cigarette from a
Marlboro box abandoned on a tree stump. He plopped himself on the ground, legs
crossed. A compañera offered him a bowl of red bean stew. “Hay que comer,” she said
and waved her hand in front of him, signaling to eat up. He shoved the bowl away.
He had come to call her the “paramilitary woman” and had even started a campaign
against her because, days ago, she had dropped the last bar of soap in the river, and
everyone knew how precious soap was. “Oops!”—Homero had imitated her careless
hands and had earned laughs from the group.
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“Eat up, while it’s warm,” the woman repeated. Homero’s clothes were ripped,
his whole body was soiled. She stared at his ghost-white face, and tears flooded her
eyes. Homero made it clear that this paramilitary woman was not to be trusted, so I
was not meant to like her. A month earlier, when it was her turn to cook, she made
the same red kidney beans in the same thick sauce. “Look!” Homero had called out
to the others. “There’s a sanitary napkin at the bottom of the pot,” and he scooped it
out with a long twig. “She’s been serving the beans just from the top.” 

Homero lit another cigarette. The paramilitary woman came back and brushed
the crown of his head, once. He lost himself in his thoughts: Elsa is washing her
clothes in the river; she’s in another camp. His hands quivered uncontrollably. Elsa
was dead, and he had left her to rot in the trench. nN

Grandmothers of children taken for war, many of whom work as midwives. (Photo

courtesy of Elsa Victoria Ossa.)
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